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id confirmed in 1906 when Clemenceau appointed the Drey-
sard Colonel Picquart to this office, had prevented any fur-
ler challenge to parliamentary sovereignty from the direction
* the General Staff. Yet the military leaders continued to be
f origin, professional training and natural inclination authori-
,rian, and 'sound Republican' generals remained scarce. The
sue was smothered rather than solved, on the one hand by the
paration of Church and State which removed the stimulus of
ericalism from militarist movements, on the other by the
icreasing menace of Germany which rallied nation and
Tiied services more firmly than before. Meanwhile, the social
asses which supported military power found an alternative
atlet for their energies and ambitions in colonial development:
id the interconnexion between this development and the
ational vision must be briefly considered.
Colonial Development
Just as Bismarck welcomed the Republic because it seemed
kely to help him to keep France isolated in a continent of
ynastic monarchies, so he encouraged her colonial expansion
ecause it seemed likely to embroil her with Italy and Great
ritain and would contribute to her isolation in Europe. But
lere were other and more solid reasons than German en-
Duragement for that remarkable burst of colonizing energy
rhich the French nation produced during the generation after
870. Professor Brogan has put his finger on one—perhaps on
ae main—impulse behind it.
There was a natural connexion between the defeat of 1870 and the
snewal of colonial activity. As the hopes of immediate revenge grew
iss, the more energetic Army and Navy officers became bored with
life of preparation for an ordeal and an achievement that never
ame. It was this boredom, frankly admitted, that drove one of the
wo greatest of French empire builders to seek service in Tonkin,
.nd less brilliant and less vocal officers than Lyautey must have felt
he same urge. In the colonies a young soldier like Marchand
:ould rise from the ranks and enter world history. Africa and Asia
were, to the men of the generation that followed 1870, what Algeria
»vas to the men of the generation that followed 1815.

